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there's an interesting feature in ample bass double upright that'll make you love it. it's
called 'vocal transposition' that means that you can use your vocals as the basis for

recording a track of double bass. this feature can provide a vocal guide for your double
bass recording session. ample bass double upright has been built with professional sound
engineers in mind. with its multilayer facility, you'll be able to dial the bass portion of the

instrument for each track independently. ample bass upright iii will provide you with 6
instruments from a unique library of double basses, 6 pre-set configurations, adjustable
filters, multilayer, and a powerful feature called track configurations that will help you to
save your preferences and create complex structures with just a few mouse clicks. ample

bass upright iii is meant for producers that are looking for a lot of options to create a
variety of sounds. the library will let you choose a bass part and also add different effects

such as delays, reverb, and tremolo. starting from the bridge, you can add the
characteristic elements to the bass line. the bridge will be configured with up to 4

different elements and the tremolo will be applied to the note selected, for each selected
track. in order to emulate the feel of an acoustic instrument, ample bass upright iii will

allow you to adjust the basses' double rebound to create a more natural decay. the
combination of these features will give you the opportunity to create tracks that can then
be placed into any composition or other production where you'll be able to adjust them

individually.
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this library includes a
wide variety of double

bass samples, from
clean, played by a

proficient player, to that
of an expert, played with
soul and feeling. a few

of the many articulations
and behaviors are: every

sample has been
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meticulously recorded,
matched with real

instruments to create
the most authentic and

realistic bass tracks
possible. with the

addition of multiple
tuning keys, every single

note can be tuned
perfectly. the tools

available to the sound
engineer are second-to-
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none. it's all there in an
intuitive and user-

friendly interface. more
advanced users will love
the depth and breadth

of the controls available
in the virtual instrument,

which are also slightly
different from preparato
double bass. the most

efficient and most
powerful way to make
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the sounds from
preparato double bass is

to adjust the samples
with the powerful

kontakt's script system.
this will give you access

to many of the other
features in the virtual

instrument, such as the
multi-effects section.
you can even easily

access the full size of
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the instrument with a
few keystrokes.

preparato double bass
was designed with the
intention of creating a
library of realistic and
playable electric and

acoustic double basses.
it can be used in any
style of music such as
rock, pop, jazz, funk,

etc. it comes with a wide
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variety of instruments
and effects allowing the
user to create a whole

array of unique sounds.
it is designed to be the
best sounding double

bass library that you can
get for kontakt and for

the price, its an
absolutely amazing

instrument. the more
advanced kontakt users
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will love the fact that
you can access all of the

instruments with the
kontakt script system.

you can also easily
create your own custom

samples if you wish.
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